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Selected List of Documents in the Mobilization Planning File of War Production Board Records Pertaining to
Problems and Methods of Production Control Administration During World War II. 1949 the enactment of the
japanese imperial government disclosure act p l 106 657 and the issuance of executive order 13110 jan 11
1999 aimed at making u s government records related to japanese war crimes and war criminals in world war
ii more accessible records surveys implementing these requirements disclosed that there were relatively
few remaining security classified relevant documents waiting for disclosure on the other hand better
identification of relevant documents and improved access to these records was a primary goal of the white
house the interagency working group iwg staff took up the admonition from the national security advisor
that agencies should bring to light hitherto unknown relevant unclassified or declassified records
encountered in the course of the search for relevant classified records in selecting documents the iwg
staff focused on several subjects and topics that have longstanding interest and concerns for researchers
japanese research and experiments in biological warfare bw japanese instigation of biological warfare
attacks in world war ii japanese biological warfare experiments on living humans and animals japanese
atrocities against prisoners of war japanese atrocities against civilian populations allied decisions to
hold japanese responsible for war crimes allied decisions to hold war crimes trials allied decision to
consider emperor hirohito as a person responsible for war crimes allied decisions to investigate specific
japanese scientists and military personnel for bw crimes american pows held at mukden pow camp hoten and
any evidence of bw experiments on them some subjects of current interest such as comfort women were
specifically searched for but with little success this collection will continue to expand as new documents
are discovered
Select Documents on Japanese War Crimes and Japanese Biological Warfare, 1934-2006 1998 the third volume
in a magisterial five volume study of the political economy of american warfare
Planning War, Pursuing Peace 2019-06-10 rise above the basics of xcode app development to implement tools
like share buttons and activity view controllers to share document content including parts of documents
with other users and with other devices this book fills the gap so that developers with even a fundamental
knowledge of ios and swift can implement document creation saving and sharing in their apps since the
launch of iphone in 2007 users and developers have struggled with the fact that the file system is hidden
fortunately the files app in ios 11 now offers this feature and it is supported by apple apps such as
numbers pages and keynote as well as by the few third party apps that support documents by using the
standard formats described in this book you can make your app s data shareable to and from other apps like
numbers pages and word files also provides an interface to tools such as dropbox and icloud so that users
can open and modify documents in them if you combine standard formats such as doc docx jpeg and jpg with
dropbox and email you have a simple way to implement and use cross platform sharing to macs pcs and
android devices implementing ios and macos documents with the files app provides the combination of skills
developers need to build these types of apps working with files and constructing documents what you ll
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learn add document support to your apps share your documents with icloud and apple ids across your mac and
ios devices use standard formats from doc docx png and jpeg both for input and output manage and organize
documents who this book is for developers with a basic knowledge of app development and swift you should
already know how to use xcode to create an app knowledge of basic swift syntax is recommended the book can
also be a useful overview and guide to managers who are trying to decide how to convert legacy document
based systems to apps
Implementing iOS and macOS Documents with the Files App 1898 table of contents
Joint Documents of the State of Michigan for the Year ... 2003 cracking ias prelims revision modules paper
2 aptitude test vol 8 9 is the 1st ebook of a series of 9 ebooks specially prepared to help ias aspirants
cross the milestone of preliminary exam the ebook is aimed at revision cum practice so as to develop
confidence to crack the ias prelim exam the ebook is divided into 3 topics each topic provides 5 6
revision modules ensuring complete revision of the topic thus in all around 15 such modules are provided
each topic will end up with a quiz containing 15 questions to test your topic preparedness further solved
questions of the last 5 years on paper 2 aptitude testare also provided in the end 2 tests are provided on
paper 2 aptitude testto test your revision of the entire section this ebook along with the 8 other ebooks
of this series will definitely help you improve your score in the ias prelim exam
The Reagan Presidency 1885 this is an account of the nation s first intelligence agency the office of
special services o s s how it operated what it accomplished and how it laid the basis for the present
central intelligence agency and how its charismatic founder wild bill donovan established control over it
recruited its staff and most importantly sold roosevelt the armed services the allies and the rest of the
country on the agency s varied and often bizarre shadow warfare missions during world war ii the o s s s
special relationship with the british the key role of academics and its embarrassing connection with the
soviets n k v d are also addressed smith concludes that the creation of the c i a after the war owed less
to the accomplishments of the o s s than to donovan s public relations skills and the precarious military
situation the country found itself in at the time mr smith has done an exhaustive job of research on the o
s s and donovan the book offers an honest lively portrait of an important american and the contributions
good and bad that he and the o s s made to the american intelligence system much of this book can be read
for the pleasure of observing a genuine american character in action mr smith who does not fawn on his
subject captures donovan s kinetic energy and vision philip taubman the new york times this may be as
close to a definitive medium length history of oss as we are likely to get it draws fully on the extensive
original files now available both american and british and on the recent flood of secondary writing the
author has a sure grasp of the basic history of the war his narrative chapters put oss firmly into that
wider context and his perspectives and judgments ring true and there are excellent chapters on the usually
neglected research and analysis section and on the relations between oss and soviet intelligence agencies
an important book foreign affairs a lmost certainly the most balanced study to date of the shadow or
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irregular warfare that was the special province of oss resting on an impressive amount of research into
unpublished manuscript collections in both this country and great britain the shadow warriors is a
convincing account in large measure because its author retains a balance in his conclusions even as he
does not hesitate to render firm judgments the public historian bradley f smith has produced a carefully
researched lucid study of the office of strategic services oss smith deserves recognition for writing the
most comprehensive study to date on the origins of united states central intelligence the journal of
american history bradley smith has undertaken a formidable task in writing this history of the office of
strategic services which is the most reliable record to date of its wide range of activities during the
second world war an audacious book that is fascinating for its disclosures and entertaining to read the
slavonic and east european review bradley smith credits the oss with accomplishments in support of the
military but considers shadow warfare dangerously overvalued the book is humanly interesting at the same
time that it addresses the very largest moral and military questions kirkus
House documents 2022-04-02 this book advances research into the government forced labor used widely in
colonial kenya from 1930 to 1963 after the passage of the international labor organization s forced labour
convention while the 1930 convention intended to mark the suppression of forced labor practices various
exemptions meant that many coercive labor practices continued in colonial territories focusing on east
africa and the kenya colony this book shows how the colonial administration was able to exploit the
exemption clause for communal labor thus ensuring the mobilization of african labor for infrastructure
development as an exemption communal labor was not defined as forced labor but instead justified as a
continuation of traditional african and community labor practices despite this ideological justification
the book shows that communal labour was indeed an intensification of coercive labor practices and one that
penalized africans for non compliance with fines or imprisonment the use of forced labor before and after
the passage of the convention is examined with a focus on its use during world war ii as well as in
efforts to combat soil erosion in the rural african reserve areas in kenya the exploitation of female
labor the mau mau war of the 1950s civilian protests and the regeneration of communal labor as harambee
after independence are also discussed
Cracking IAS Prelims Revision Modules – Paper 2 Aptitude Test (Vol. 8/9) 2012-07-25 report of the dominion
fishery commission on the fisheries of the province of ontario 1893 issued as vol 26 no 7 supplement
The Shadow Warriors: O.S.S. and the Origins of the C.I.A. 2019-04-21 the use and abuse of military history
is the theme of this book the author scrutinizes the army s first systematic attempt to use military
history to educate its future leaders and traces the army s struggle from the end of the civil war to
claim intellectual authority over the study of war
Communal Labor in Colonial Kenya 1893 presidential recordings of white house meetings and telephone
conversations 1962 1963
Cracking IAS Prelims General Studies Revision Modules – Quizzes & Practice Tests Paper 1 & 2 (Vol. 9/9)
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1990 this original collection abandons culinary nostalgia and the cataloguing of regional cuisines to
examine the role of food and food marketing in constructing culture consumer behavior and national
identity
Sessional Papers 1984 american philanthropy at home and abroad explores the different ways in which
charities voluntary associations religious organisations philanthropic foundations and other non state
actors have engaged with traditions of giving using examples from the late eighteenth century to the cold
war the collection addresses a number of major themes in the history of philanthropy in the united states
these examples include the role of religion the significance of cultural networks and the interplay
between civil diplomacy and international development as well as individual case studies that challenge
the very notion of philanthropy as a social good led by ben offiler and rachel williams the authors
demonstrate the benefits of embracing a broad definition of philanthropy examining how american concepts
including benevolence and charity have been used and interpreted by different groups and individuals in an
effort to shape and at least nominally to improve people s lives both within and beyond the united states
Soldiers and Scholars 1983 this set of essays offers new insights into the journalistic process and the
pressures american front line reporters experienced covering world war ii transmitting stories through
cable or couriers remained expensive and often required the cooperation of foreign governments and the
american armed forces initially reporters from a neutral america documented the early victories by nazi
germany and the soviet invasion of finland not all journalists strove for objectivity during her time
reporting from ireland helen kirkpatrick remained a fierce critic of that country s neutrality once the
united states joined the fight after the japanese attack on pearl harbor american journalists supported
the struggle against the axis powers but this volume will show that reporters even when members of the
army sponsored newspaper stars and stripes were not mere ciphers of the official line african american
reporters roi ottley and ollie stewart worked to bolster the morale of black gis and undermined the
institutional racism endemic to the american war effort women front line reporters are given their due in
this volume examining the struggles to overcome gender bias by describing triumphs of thérèse mabel bonney
iris carpenter lee carson and anne stringer the line between public relations and journalism could be a
fine one as reflected by the u s marine corps creating its own network of marine correspondents who
reported on the pacific island campaigns and had their work published by american media outlets despite
the pressures of censorship the best american reporters strove for accuracy in reporting the facts even
when dependent on official communiqués issued by the military many wartime reporters even when covering
major turning points sought to embrace a reporting style that recorded the experiences of average soldiers
often associated with ernie pyle and bill mauldin the embrace of the human interest story served as one of
the enduring legacies of the conflict despite the importance of american war reporting in shaping
perceptions of the war on the home front as well as shaping the historical narrative of the conflict this
work underscores how there is more to learn readers will gain from this work a new appreciation of the
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contribution of american journalists in writing the first version of history of the global struggle
against nazi germany imperial japan and fascist italy
Papers of John F. Kennedy, Presidential Papers, President's Office Files 1878 as engaging as it is
astonishing this book provides extremely important revelations and striking pen portraits etched in acid
of the main actors certainly the sources are fabulous john erickson author of the road to stalingrad a
well written account filled with original material and documentation good reading for anyone interested in
the history of wwii intelligence publishers weekly starred review
Papers of John F. Kennedy. Presidential Papers. President's Office Files 2014-06-03 contains the reports
of state departments and officials for the preceding fiscal biennium
Senate documents 2022-08-11 renaissance lawman the education and deeds of eliot h lumbard details the life
education and public service career of eliot howland lumbard a lawyer who most of his life lived and
worked in manhattan and whose legal career spanned more than fifty years beginning in the early 1950s
lumbard is easily identified as a renaissance lawman for having gained considerable expertise in the
operations of the political and justice systems and for proceeding to capitalize on this knowledge to
become both an advocate and initiator of progressive reforms for criminal justice his contributions on
behalf of public safety have been largely forgotten but throughout this intriguing biography martin alan
greenberg successfully juxtaposes many of lumbard s professional activities with many of the major
historical developments and challenges of his time the chronicled events emphasize what motivated the
people in his generation to behave as they did since the world today is a much different place than what
americans were experiencing in the first three decades after ww ii cultural and technological changes have
combined to make our present day world quite different from over a half century ago renaissance lawman
proves to be especially rewarding to a wide range of readers interested in police work criminal justice
history public service leadership and legal ethics there are no other comparable books on the market
lumbard certainly had a unique legal career and his impactful contributions have seldom if ever been
duplicated even if his contributions on behalf of public safety have been largely forgotten
Food Nations 1993-07 this highly regarded history gives a balanced and judicious introduction to this
immensely complex and controversial subject weaving different strands of the story into a single coherent
narrative thus making it essential reading for all students studying conflict in the middle east of all
the troubles affecting the modern world few are as topical deep rooted and intractable as the arab israeli
conflict for this region an understanding of the past is vital to an understanding of the present ritchie
ovendale s classic study of the roots of the conflict is now updated for a fourth time and considers
events until 2003
American Philanthropy at Home and Abroad 1882 within asia the period from 1840s to 1960s had witnessed the
rise and decline of pax britannica the growth of multiple and often competing anti colonial movements and
the entrenchment of the nation state system beyond pan asianism seeks to demonstrate the complex
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interactions between china india and their neighbouring societies against this background of imperialism
and nationalist resistance the contributors to this volume from india the west and the chinese speaking
world cover a tremendous breadth of figures including novelists soldiers intelligence officers archivists
among others by deploying published and archival materials in multiple asian and western languages this
volume also attempts to answer the question of how china india connectedness in the modern period should
be narrated instead of providing one definite answer it engages with prevailing and past frameworks
notably pan asianism and china india as method with an aim to provoke further discussions on how histories
of china india and by extension the non western world can be conceptualized
Monthly Catalogue, United States Public Documents 1897 jay fox 1870 1961 was a journalist intellectual and
labor militant whose influence rippled across the country in writing labor s emancipation historian greg
hall traces fox s unorthodox life to highlight the shifting dynamics in us labor radicalism from the late
nineteenth to the early twentieth century radicalized as a teenager after witnessing the haymarket tragedy
fox embarked on a lifetime of union organizing building anarchist communities including home washington
and writing thanks to his sharp wit he became an influential voice often in dialogue with fellow
anarchists such as emma goldman and lucy parsons hall both explores fox s life and shines a light on the
utopians revolutionaries and union men and women with whom fox associated and debated hall s research
provides valuable knowledge of the lived experiences of working class americans and reveals alternative
visions for activism and social change
Parliamentary Papers 2010 masterfully researched there is no book like this either in the field of lbj
literature or in the field of chicano history mario t garcía author of mexican americans leadership
ideology and identity 1930 1960 as he worked to build his great society lyndon johnson often harkened back
to his teaching days in the segregated mexican school at cotulla texas recalling the poverty and prejudice
that blighted his students lives johnson declared it never occurred to me in my fondest dreams that i
might have the chance to help the sons and daughters of those students and to help people like them all
over this country but now i do have that chance and i ll let you in on a secret i mean to use it this book
explores the complex and sometimes contradictory relations between lbj and mexican americans julie pycior
shows that johnson s genuine desire to help mexican americans and reap the political dividends did not
prevent him from allying himself with individuals and groups intent on thwarting mexican americans
organizing efforts not surprisingly these actions elicited a wide range of response from grateful loyalty
to in some cases outright opposition mexican americans complicated relationship with lbj influenced both
their political development and his career with consequences that reverberated in society at large
Documents Accompanying the Journal 2023-04-25 digital forensics deals with the acquisition preservation
examination analysis and presentation of electronic evidence networked computing wireless communications
and portable electronic devices have expanded the role of digital forensics beyond traditional computer
crime investigations practically every crime now involves some aspect of digital evidence digital
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forensics provides the techniques and tools to articulate this evidence digital forensics also has myriad
intelligence applications furthermore it has a vital role in information assurance investigations of
security breaches yield valuable information that can be used to design more secure systems advances in
digital forensics xii describes original research results and innovative applications in the discipline of
digital forensics in addition it highlights some of the major technical and legal issues related to
digital evidence and electronic crime investigations the areas of coverage include themes and issues
mobile device forensics network forensics cloud forensics social media forensics image forensics forensic
techniques and forensic tools this book is the twelfth volume in the annual series produced by the
international federation for information processing ifip working group 11 9 on digital forensics an
international community of scientists engineers and practitioners dedicated to advancing the state of the
art of research and practice in digital forensics the book contains a selection of twenty edited papers
from the twelfth annual ifip wg 11 9 international conference on digital forensics held in new delhi india
in the winter of 2016 advances in digital forensics xii is an important resource for researchers faculty
members and graduate students as well as for practitioners and individuals engaged in research and
development efforts for the law enforcement and intelligence communities gilbert peterson chair ifip wg 11
9 on digital forensics is a professor of computer engineering at the air force institute of technology
wright patterson air force base ohio usa sujeet shenoi is the f p walter professor of computer science and
a professor of chemical engineering at the university of tulsa tulsa oklahoma usa
List of Witnesses in the High Court of Admiralty, 1619-49 1996 report of the dominion fishery commission
on the fisheries of the province of ontario 1893 issued as vol 26 no 7 supplement
Reporting World War II 1898
Sharing Secrets with Stalin 2020-02-03
Legislative Documents 2015-10-23
Renaissance Lawman 1884
The Origins of the Arab Israeli Wars 1870
The Publishers' Trade List Annual 1894
House Documents 1891
Annual Report 2004
Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office 2020-11-01
Patent and Trademark Office Notices 2022-06-14
Beyond Pan-Asianism 2010-07-05
Writing Labor’s Emancipation 2016-09-19
LBJ and Mexican Americans 1913
Advances in Digital Forensics XII 1893
Sessional Papers of the Dominion of Canada 1980
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